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BACKGROUND: High dose vitamin C infusion has been proposed to treat critically ill patients, including patients with pneumonia
and severe COVID-19. However, trials have shown mixed findings. Here we assessed the unconfounded associations of vitamin C
with COVID-19 and pneumonia using the Mendelian randomisation approach.
METHODS: This is a separate-sample Mendelian randomisation study using publicly available data. We applied single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) that were associated with plasma vitamin C, in a recent genome-wide association study (GWAS) as genetic
instruments to the GWAS of severe COVID-19, COVID-19 hospitalisation and any infection in the COVID-19 host genetics initiative
and the GWAS of pneumonia in the UK Biobank, to assess whether people with genetically predicted higher levels of plasma
vitamin C had lower risk of severe COVID-19 and pneumonia.
RESULTS: Genetically predicted circulating levels of vitamin C was not associated with susceptibility to severe COVID-19, COVID-19
hospitalisation, any COVID-19 infection nor pneumonia. Similar results were obtained when a weighted median and MR-Egger
methods were used.
CONCLUSIONS: Mendelian randomisation analysis provided little evidence for an association of genetically predicted circulating
levels of vitamin C with COVID-19 or pneumonia and thus our findings provided little support to the use of vitamin C in prevention
and treatment in these patients, unless high dose vitamin C infusion has therapeutic effects via different biological pathways.
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INTRODUCTION
Mortality of severe pneumonia remains high in both developing
and developed countries. With emerging virus infections, includ-
ing COVID-19 that causes severe pneumonia, there is a call for
more pragmatic and efficient designs to test different therapeutics
both individually and in combination for treating pneumonia [1].
Use of vitamin C in the prevention and treatment of pneumonia

has been proposed since the 1930s based on clinical observations
of a favourable effect of vitamin C on subjects with pneumonia in
Germany [2, 3]. Large doses of vitamin C through oral or
intravenous administration were claimed to be beneficial in
patients with viral pneumonia [4, 5] and appear to be safe [6]. It
has been suggested that a dosage of 6 g of vitamin C per day
normalises leukocyte vitamin C levels in respiratory infections [7]
while 3–10 g per day results in lower overall mortality rates in
critically ill patients [8]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, there has
been advocacy for using antioxidants including vitamin C for
prevention and treatment [9, 10].
Vitamin C may exert therapeutic effects on patients with severe

pneumonia via various mechanisms. Vitamin C plays a key role in

immune cell function including immune cell proliferation and
differentiation. It is also a powerful antioxidant that scavenges
reactive oxygen species and down regulates expression of
proinflammatory modulators. Severe pneumonia triggers host
inflammatory responses that impair gas exchange and contributes
to sepsis and organ dysfunction. Vitamin C mitigated oxidative
stress and proinflammatory mediators in patients with severe
community-acquired pneumonia [11].
Clinical trials have reported a reduction in mortality among

patients with severe pneumonia [7, 12], and a lower severity of
respiratory dysfunction [13–15] as well as a shorter stay in
intensive care unit [16] in critically ill patients with vitamin C
treatment compared to controls receiving placebo or standard
care. However the most recent trial on patients in intensive care
did not show improvements in organ failure, inflammation, and
vascular injury with vitamin C treatment [17].
Currently a number of registered trials are examining the

therapeutic effect of vitamin C administered orally or intrave-
nously, alone or in combination with other supplements among
COVID-19 patients in different countries. At least four small-scale
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trials have been published but the findings were mixed [18]. A RCT
of 56 critical COVID-19 patients in China reported potential
benefits of high dose vitamin C infusion on oxygenation but
similar 28-day mortality compared to controls [19]. Another small
RCT in Iran (n= 60) observed some short term benefits, including
lower body temperature and higher capillary oxygen saturations
among severe COVID-19 patients treated with high dose vitamin C
infusion, however there was no significant difference in SpO2

levels at discharge, the length of intensive care unit stay, and
mortality between the two groups [20]. A larger RCT among
150 severe COVID-19 patients in Pakistan reported patients
receiving vitamin C became symptom-free earlier but did not
use less mechanical ventilation [21]. Another RCT among milder
COVID-19 patients in the US also showed that supplementation of
vitamin C did not significantly decrease the duration of symptoms
compared with standard care [22].
Mendelian randomisation study can be applied in nutritional

epidemiology to clarify the etiologic role of specific nutrients. It
uses single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to predict the
dietary exposure and assess its relation with the health condition
of interest. This technique has been increasingly utilised in
assessing the effect of micronutrients on health, including vitamin
B12 [23] and vitamin D [24]. Conventional observational studies
assessing the role of diet in health are open to confounding as
better diet is usually related to higher socioeconomic position,
which is also associated with better health. In Mendelian
randomisation studies, subjects are categorised by their genetic
predisposition to the exposures of interest, which are not affected
by confounders such as socioeconomic position. Therefore unlike
conventional observational study, Mendelian randomisation ana-
lysis is not subject to confounding. Recent Mendelian randomisa-
tion studies have clarified that genetically determined Vitamin D
exposure is not associated with COVID-19 infection and severity
[25–27].
Here we assessed the associations of genetically predicted

circulating levels of vitamin C with COVID-19 susceptibility/
severity and pneumonia with a two sample-Mendelian randomi-
sation approach using publicly available data.

METHODS
Genetic instruments for vitamin C
We used SNPs that were associated with plasma vitamin C level in the
genome-wide association study (GWAS) in 52,018 people of European
ancestry [28]. To check for their strength, we calculated the F-statistic; an F-
statistic > 10 is considered to be a strong instrument.

GWAS of COVID-19
We used European-specific summary statistics using population as controls
from the COVID-19 host genetics initiative (https://www.covid19hg.org/
results/) GWAS (Release 5), based on cohort studies mainly from Europe and
the US [29]. We assessed three outcomes related to COVID-19:
Severe COVID-19 - defined as hospitalisation with laboratory confirmed

SARS-CoV-2 infection as the primary reason for admission followed by
death or respiratory support (cases= 4606, non-cases= 702,801).
COVID-19 hospitalisation - defined as hospitalisation with laboratory

confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection due to COVID-19-related symptoms
(cases= 9373, non-cases= 1,197,256)
COVID-19 infection - defined as laboratory confirmed SARS-CoV-2

infection (RNA and/or serology based), physician diagnosis of COVID-19, or
self-report as COVID-19 positive (cases= 29,071, non-cases= 1,559,712).
This group included severe COVID-19, COVID-19 hospitalisation and milder
COVID-19 cases.

GWAS of pneumonia
We used publicly available summary statistics from the UK Biobank, with
14,054 cases of pneumonia among those with European ancestry
downloaded from https://github.com/weizhouUMICH/SAIGE. This GWAS
was adjusted for age, age squared, sex, the interaction of age and sex, and
principal components.

Statistical analysis
To assess whether people with genetically predicted higher level of
vitamin C had higher or lower risk of infection, we applied the genetic
instruments to the selected GWAS and calculated the SNP-specific Wald
estimates, i.e. the genetic association with severe COVID-19, COVID-19
hospitalisation, COVID-19 infection, and pneumonia, divided by the
genetic association with vitamin C and then meta-analysed the SNP-
specific Wald estimates using inverse variance weighting with multi-
plicative random effects.
In sensitivity analysis, we used different methods with different

assumptions, including a weighted median and MR-Egger. A weighted
median method can provide consistent estimates even when up to 50% of
the information comes from invalid genetic variants [30]. MR Egger is able
to detect potential pleiotropy from the significance of its intercept, as well
as provide corrected estimates if such pleiotropy exists [31].
All statistical analyses were conducted using R version 4.0.1 (R

Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), and the R package
“MendelianRandomization”. This analysis of publicly available data does
not require ethical approval.

RESULTS
Nine SNPs for plasma levels of vitamin C were available in the
GWAS of COVID-19 and pneumonia and were used (Supplemen-
tary Table 1), all with F-statistic > 10. Genetically predicted
circulating levels of vitamin C were clearly not associated with
severe COIVD-19, COVID-19 hospitalisation, any COVID-19 infec-
tion or pneumonia. (Table 1) These associations were robust to
different analytic methods (Supplementary Table 2).

DISCUSSION
This is the first Mendelian randomisation study looking into the
role of vitamin C in COVID-19 and pneumonia. Our findings
suggested that genetically predicted circulating levels of vitamin C
was not associated with COVID-19 infection, its severity and
pneumonia.
Despite decades of research, the therapeutic role of high dose

vitamin C infusion in critically ill patients, including those with
severe pneumonia, is still not clear. Our findings provided little
evidence that normal vitamin C levels play a role in susceptibility
to COVID-19 and pneumonia and thus does not support the use of
normal dose vitamin C for the prevention and treatment of COVID-
19 infection or pneumonia. Our null Mendelian randomisation
association of vitamin C with severe COVID-19 and pneumonia
was consistent with the mixed findings from recent vitamin C trials
on patients with severe COVID-19 published so far [19–22] and
some previous trials among patients with pneumonia or critical
conditions [13, 17]. However, if the proposed therapeutic effects of
high dose vitamin C from either oral administration or intravenous
infusion act via other biological pathways, our findings cannot
exclude the possibility of a beneficial effect of high dose vitamin C
infusion treatment in patients with severe COVID-19 or
pneumonia.
Although this is a novel study using Mendelian randomisation

technique, there are limitations and potential violations of key

Table 1. The Mendelian randomisation associations of genetically
predicted circulating levels of vitamin C with COVID-19 infection and
pneumonia.

Outcomes OR 95% CI P value

Severe COVID-19 1.00 0.74, 1.35 0.995

COVID-19 hospitalisation 1.10 0.90, 1.35 0.35

Any COVID-19 infection 1.04 0.93, 1.15 0.51

Pneumonia 1.03 0.91, 1.17 0.61

OR odds ratio.
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assumptions, namely (1) strong instrument, (2) the SNP is not
associated with confounders of the exposure-outcome associa-
tions and (3) the association between the SNPs and outcome
occurs only through the hypothesised exposure. Genetic pre-
dictors capture a small proportion of the variance, making
Mendelian randomisation estimates less biased but less precise,
which may violate the strong instrument assumption and explain
the wide confidence intervals. Measurement error might exist,
however, we used genetic variants predicting plasma vitamin C
level, rather than from questionnaire survey, which is less open to
recall bias.
We cannot rule out violation of assumption that the SNPs and

outcome occurs only through the hypothesised exposure. For
example, asymptomatic individuals who are more health con-
scious may be more likely to have higher vitamin C intake and to
be tested for COVID-19. However, getting a COVID-19 test is
unlikely related to SNPs associated with vitamin C and thus would
not bias the directions of our results, but the possible measure-
ment error in case ascertainment may make the estimates from
Mendelian randomisation analysis more conservative. We are
unable to rule out unknown pleiotropic effects potentially related
to enzymes metabolising vitamin C or chance finding. However
the lead SNP that predicted plasma vitamin C level was involved in
its metabolism, ruling out the potential limitations of the genetic
instruments for vitamin D, which predicted the levels of bound
vitamin D instead of free vitamin D, in Mendelian randomisation
analysis on COVID-19 infection [32]. Confounding by population
stratification or a common data structure across studies is
possible. However, we used GWAS consisting of people largely
of European ancestry with genomic control while genetic
associations with vitamin C and with COVID-19 were obtained
from different studies. There are some ethnic groups having lower
vitamin C intake than Caucasians due to different cooking
methods and dietary practice [33]. Given baseline vitamin C may
influence the treatment effect of vitamin C [12], the findings from
the Mendelian randomisation study based on European ancestry
may not be applicable to other ethnic groups.

CONCLUSION
Mendelian randomisation analysis provided little evidence for an
association of genetically predicted circulating levels of vitamin C
with COVID-19 or pneumonia, and thus does not support
supplementing vitamin C in the prevention and treatment in
these patients, unless high dose vitamin C through either oral
administration or intravenous infusion exerts a therapeutic effect
via other biological pathways.
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